INTRODUCTION
At the outset, we would like to introduce you STAR CITY PEST CONTROL AND CLEANING
SERVICES
WLL (SCPC)
It is professional owned company which has many years of experience of the pest control industry
and due to the belief in quality and customer satisfaction. We regularly provide training and service
procedure to our service team.
No problem is new to us. Because we have experience of local climate, we have experience in all
types of conditions, problems and solution. With our proven procedures and products, we feel
confident that we can overcome any problem and prevail as a continued leader in our pest control
industry.
Our people make us better with continued training, the latest equipment, high standards. We are
capable of offering the best pest Control service in the Region.
Three Zone services: SCPC is the only pest control company in the Region that has categorized its
Services in three Zones
1. Outside Zone
It covers outside areas of the building, such as lawn and garden.
2. Entry Points of the Pest
It refers to all entry points of the building.
3. Inside Zone
Inside facilities of the house and building such as kitchen, dining hall and bedroom etc.
STAR CITY PEST MANAGEMENT
1. PEST CONTROL – Both the residential and commercial .this service covers the entire pest that
may
be encountered inside of the structure. rats ,mice ,roaches ants, flies and others assorted pests
2. Termite control- we are equipped to prevent or eliminate the all termite infestation .our products
and techniques have been perfected over the year and tested in all soils, construction and weather
condition .it is proven to be effective while being kind to the environment.
3. Wood Borers- we treat for dry wood termites /wood borers in structures or the other wood
product
by using especially design machine for the treatment of wood.
4. Pre –construction termite control- the best time to prevent termite activity is when the home and
building is being constructed when the soil and the wooden members in the frame works of a
structure is treated, it protect the building for many years to come.

Product Safeties
The chemicals, procedure and equipment’s that SCPC’s employs is the safest in the world .we are
firm
believers in baits and dust.
Pesticides are categorized in three ways

1. Caution
2. Warning
3. Danger
We only use labeled product as caution what this mean is that some of the product are actually
safer
and less poisonous than common table salt. Other products are only design to kill insects, not
human
or other mammals
Many solvents used in liquid chemicals are highly dangerous to human. For this reason. We do not
spray liquid inside a structure. Only Chemicals which are approved by the Local Authorities and
which are best in quality are only used to spray inside and outside the premises.
Not only has it been proven to be harmful, but it is also ineffective. Most liquids will only remain
active
for a period of a few minutes to a few days. Our products are odorless, applied only in a crack and
crevices and have a long residual effect. This long residual allows us to service less frequently than
other companies. All pesticides are dangerous in untrained hands. For this reason, we believe in
ongoing training
programs. We cover not only safe handling of products, but also any new technology that is
discovered. Our technicians are fully trained before they are allowed to treat for pest. This insures
quality service for our customers, and consistency in our procedure
SCPC(STAR CITY PEST MANAGEMENT SERVICES) - services features
Safety and security to lives and environment. No health hazard, odorless, hassle free and eco
friendly,
extra and extra care of the kids and pets, say no to liquids chemical inside.
YOUR ONE CALL CAN SOLVE IT ALL PEST PROBLEM
MOB: +974 50680005
OFFICE # 24, AL THANI BUILDING, NEAR VIP HOTEL,UMM GHUWAILINA DOHA, QATAR
Email : starpest.qa@gmail.com
Website : www.starcity.qa

Tips for Selecting a Pest Control Service:
How do we select a competent pest control service?
First of all, many of us as homeowners, renters and landlords can control household pests through a combination of
preventive measures, including proper sanitation and good home maintenance practices. However, some pest
infestations may be extensive, or a particular pest may be difficult to control, requiring the services of a pest control
company.
You should select a pest control company the way you do any other service - Look for Quality and Value. Costs
and competency are important. When selecting a pest control service, cost should not be the only factor that
determines the company you pick. It is important to make sure the pest control company you choose is competent. If
pesticides are misused, both health and property can be damaged. Before contracting with a pest control company,
consider the following:

Take Your Time/Do Your Homework
When most people discover a pest problem, they want the problem eliminated immediately. However, most problems
can wait a few days so you have time to select a competent, reasonably priced company. It is wise to obtain several
estimates from prospective companies.
If the service person asks you to do certain things before, during or after the pesticide application, cooperate and
follow instructions. For example:


If the service person asks you to remove personal items from the floor, empty kitchen cabinets and
remove pets, make sure you have done this before they arrive.



Do not allow children or pets into treated areas until the pesticide spray has dried.



Aquariums should be removed from the treatment site or covered with heavy plastic and the air pump
turned off.



Remove all other household pets from the treatment area.

If the service person suggests non-chemical methods of pest control in addition to the pesticides, be sure to follow the
instructions.
Good cooperation between you and the pest control company will help eliminate pests and reduce pesticide use.

“WE DO WHAT WE COMMENT”

FROM THE DESK OF COMPANY MANAGEMENT”
STAR CITY PEST CONTROL AND CLEANING SERVICES WLL ( SCPC)
has been in operation over a time. We have serviced in challenging and competitive market due to our
customer focus, professional management and positive approach to business solution and Client satisfaction.
SCPC’s staffs of professionally trained and certified technicians provide general pest control, real estate
inspections, outdoor pest control, and new construction pretreatment.
SCPC is licensed and approved by Qatar Municipality. To guarantee our employees, we ensure that they
are well trained with the most advanced equipment available.

Our Policies
SCPC is dedicated to ensuring our clients receive superior programs and support. Our policies and
guarantees are our commitment to provide you with peace of mind purchasing.

Our Ultimate Goal
Our goal is to provide the highest quality pest management services at a reasonable price, and to exceed
your expectations.

Our Mission
To be the choice for effective pest management services, satisfying the needs of our customers, our
workforce and the environment.

Pest Control Services
Star City Pest Control & Cleaning welcomes
all the customers looking for the best
customer service in Qatar. We are very
honored to be trusted by millions of customers
in the country. The support and trust of our
customers are the wheels that keep us
moving forward in the right direction. We have
been able to extend our services to almost all
the parts of the country due to the trust, love
and confidence they have given us. Our
customers are the reason we are here today.
We want acknowledge all the love and
respect given by our customers and
promise that we will be bringing more
innovative services for our beloved
customers. We have been able to help
millions of people live in a healthy
environment through our cleaning services and
pest control services.

At Star City Pest Control and Cleaning we
provide our customers with all kinds of pest
control services. Pests are very harmful for
us and if not controlled properly than can
even put various kinds of dangers to our life.
Hence it is very important to eliminate any
kind of pests from the living environ- ment for
the safety of life and property. Some of our
pest control services include Termite pest
control, Fleas pest control, Cockroach pest
control, Rat pest control, Bird pest control,
Tick pest control and many more.

Termite Control
Termites are small bugs which are extremely
dedicated towards their work. While dedication in work is a good thing it is a bad news for
us because termites are engaged in working
to damage out human properties specially
wooden furniture which are valuable for us.
They work in thousands of groups 24 hours a
day without really taking a break. They work in
a very synchronized way which makes their
work more effective. They are always working
in a team which results in great loss of property to us.Termite Control Qatar

Termite infestation
Termite infestation can be really hard to detect at the initial phase because these little nasty
bugs do not come out in open at broad day light. They stay hidden under the bed, carpets
or in the dark corners of the room. It is due to this very reason sometimes it is already too
late when a person finds out his home is infested by termites. Hence it is necessary to
keep on checking wooden furniture for any sign of termite infestation before it is already
too late.
Once a house is infested by termites it is extremely hard to get rid of termites because they
are extremely adaptive creatures. They basically can stay hidden for a lot of days if
required and they do not easily die of hunger or thirst. Once the house is infested by
termites they start munching away our properties. Along with wooden products they also
eat all kinds of products made with cellulose such as paper, clothes etc. Along with the
loss of properties they also can cause a disease known as SBS. In this case people can
suffer through various symptoms such as asthma, head ache and rashes in the skin.
Star City Pest Control & Cleaning supplies professional exterminator for the termite control
solutions. All of our services are provided by the people who are highly experienced and
trained. We help you protect your properties and health from these harmful bugs with the
most cost-effective solutions in Qatar. Along with eliminating the insects we also educate
our clients of avoiding termite infestation in the future.

Bed Bug Control
In any case if your home is infested by bed
bugs then all you can think is getting them
away as soon as possible. But bed bugs are
extremely resilient parasites and once they
invade a premise they are really hard to get rid
of them. The most annoying thing about bed
bug is they generally hide out in corners of the
place where people tend to sleep such as
sofas, beds etc. They also tend to attack its
target during the night time at the time of
Resting and relaxing. Bed bugs infestation causes skin rashes and sleep deprivation
in people which can lead people to frustration.
There are various signs of bed bug infestation in your property. The most important thing to
look for is there are various rash marks on the skin when a person gets up. Once the
problem is identified one can take certain steps to reduce the bed bug infestation but it is
still very hard to get rid of it completely without any professional help.
The first thing to look forward to is the hygiene of your properties. Bed bugs flourish in dirty
places as they are the perfect breeding ground for them. Spray products to kill off bed
bugs can also be used to a certain extend but using too much pesticides can be counterproductive to the user.
Our company provides our customers with the most cost-effective solutions for bed bug
for all kinds of properties. Our employees are highly trained with good knowledge of
hygiene and safety standards.

Cockroach pest control
Cockroaches are generally browned
colored insects which can create a
sense of disgust upon its first sight. They
are found inside human premises many
times as they have adapted themselves
to live among humans. Food is contaminated by cockroaches when they crawl
into food items. They generally live in dirty
places, garbage areas, bathroom sinks,
and toilet sinks etc. and hence carry
loads of diseases in their bodies. Hence
they are also a major carrier of diseases
in humans. They also destroy items like
clothes and paper. They carry kind of
stinky odors wherever they go and these odors remain for a long time.
Cockroaches are also known to create phobias in many people along with allergies. Due
to these various reasons it is very important to get rid of the cockroaches. There are
various home remedies that can be done prior to taking professional helps.
Cleaning of premises of a house is one sure way to reduce the infestation of cockroaches.
Identifying the hideout of these insects and destroying them also helps. Using of insecticide for cockroach elimination is also getting quite popular.
After taking these prior steps, if the cockroach infestation does not decrease than you sure
can call for professional help. Star City Pest Control & Cleaning supplies you with the most
effective way of getting rid of cockroaches from your premises. We are so precise in our
work that no cockroaches will be left in your home by the time our workers return after the
service.
Our services are available for residential homes, shopping malls, restaurants, hotels,
hospitals, offices, industrial warehouses and many more. All our services are available in
the major cities of Qatar such as Doha, Al Rayyan, AL KHOR, Al WAKRA Etc.

Ant pest control
Ants are hardworking insects and are one of the
important parts of an ecosystem. But sometimes
they invade our homes which can really have
many bad impacts in our daily life. When your
home is infested by ants, be prepared for their
invasion in the kitchen where the food is kept.
They come in large groups and attack various
kinds of food kept in a place. Sugar, rice, bread,
meat you name any they attack every kind of
food. That is because ants eat almost every kind
of food that we humans eat. Although ants do not
attack human if undisturbed but it is more likely for you to trip on some groups of ants. The
ants will attack with their bite which is pretty nasty. Most bites of the ants are non-poisonous but they really create sensation of skin burn and discomfort. If the species of the ant
goes out to be fire ant than you get prepared for more pain because as the name suggest
their bites are really painful. Apart from this they also can create food poisoning. They can
get into any kind of food and transmit the germs they are carrying in their body. Hence ant
infestation is not good for your health either. Another prospect of ant infestation is they also
can hamper the reputation of businesses. Presence of ants in hospitality sector is really
dangerous for hospitality sectors. Customers tend to get disgusted with the presence of
ants around them and ants somehow succeed to get into the food to be served to the
customers. This can really hit the business very badly hence it is very necessary to get rid
of the ant infestation on time.
All our ant control services are available in all of Qatar. Our services include the following:
Residential ant control Hospitality ant control Office ant control School ant control Hospital ant
control

Rats Control
Rats and mice belong to the rodent family and
many rats and mice have learnt to live in the
environment where the human live. Rats have
been living alongside human for thousands of
years. Rats can be very dangerous for the property and health of human. Once a house is infested
with rats it can be very hard to get rid of them
because these rodents are persistent in their
character.
Many people have phobias surrounding rats and mice and hence these rats can create a
situation of panic just with their presence. The thought of rats moving around us can be
nerve wrecking for many of us. They have been responsible for creating various kinds of
allergies in people. The urine of a rat contains chemical compounds that contribute in
triggering allergies in people. The droppings of mouse also cause allergies in people. This
is particularly dangerous for the people who are suffering from asthma.
Some of the diseases caused by mice and rats are Listeria, Rat-bite fever, Hantavirus
salmonellosis. One of the great destruction caused by the rats was in the 14th century.
14th century Europe saw a major outbreak of bubonic plague or black death which was
responsible for wiping out the population of 30 to 40 percent in Europe. Such was the
destruction caused by the bubonic plague that it is remembered as one of the most
dangerous disease outbreak in the history of the human race.
Mice and rats are also responsible in transferring other parasites in homes such as fleas.
The fleas live on the body of these rodents and get transferred in pets and human on
getting opportunity. Fleas can really affect the health of our pets. Hence presence of mice
and rats create other pest infestation as well.
Apart from health issues mice and rats can damage to the properties of our home. They
almost eat everything which we as a human eat. Even when they are not eating they are
constantly nibbling around to sharpen their constantly growing teeth. Wires, clothes,
papers, mats, wooden items and almost anything become the victims of the rats and mice
nibbling. The constant nibbling of electrical wires by rats and mice causes fire breakout in
thousands of houses every year.

Bird control
Pest birds have been quite a headache for many business premises.
They cause various kinds of problems
to the business owners as well as
home owners. Bird control has
become very important because they
can create various kinds of health
issues to human beings. They excrete
feces and droppings which can cause
significant damages to the property.
Effects on business
Imagine what will happen if a shopping mall is infested by birds. People coming to shop
around the shopping mall will park their cars or other automobiles around the shopping
malls. The birds droppings and feces will drop on the cars or other automobiles. No one
will definitely like that and hence they will avoid the place which can result drops in the
business of the place. Also their droppings and feces may land on customer’s head or
clothes. This will certainly create uncomfortable scenarios. Hence removing birds from a
property becomes necessary for the protection of business. Bird Control Qatar
Birds also tend to eat away food of human beings and create damage to the property.
They also can cause damages to the electrical wires and equipments. Their constant
chirping sounds may be annoying for many people.
Bird control is the process of eliminating birds from a property. Star City Pest Control &
Cleaning is known to be the best bird control service provider in Qatar. We use various
deterrents such as physical deterrents, chemical deterrents, visual deterrents etc. to
remove bird infestation from a place. We try to use methods that are the least harmful for
birds and environment because we understand that birds are one of the vital parts of our
ecosystem.
We are proud to serve customers of various kinds. Our services are available in major
cities of Qatar such as Dukhan, Doha, Al Rayyan, Al Khor and many more.

FLEAS
Fleas are parasitic insects that are mostly
found in the body of pets such as cats,
dogs etc. These insects generally feed on
blood of your pets for survival. These fleas
reach out to human via pets of human.
Generally fleas are transferred in your pets
when these pets play or come in contact with
other animals that are already infested by
these harmful insects. Although most
common types of flea do not bite human but
some certainly do. These fleas can transfer
to the human when cats or dogs play or
sleep in the bed of humans.
It is estimated that there are more than two thousand species of fleas in the world. Various kinds of
fleas depend on various kinds of hosts for survival but only few types of fleas are parasitic to
human and human pets (cats and dogs). These fleas do not have wings but are a very good
jumper and hence even without wings they can jump so much that they can easily jump from
one animal to another when in close range.
Fleas are the bitter truth of life for every pet owner. These fleas not only suck blood from the body
but create unimaginable amount of irritations in their skin. They can create various kinds of skin
complications for the pets. Some fleas can even create internal complica- tions. Many pets
suffer through anemia due to the blood sucking of fleas. They also can cause tapeworms in the
bodies of pets. As we all know how dangerous tapeworms can be as severe case of tapeworm
can create extreme weight loss and even death.
Fleas are not only dangerous to pets but are equally dangerous to humans too. They have been
known to cause plague and cat scratch fever in humans. Hence it is very necessary to get rid of
the fleas as soon as possible.
City Star pest control provides fleas control services for all kinds of pets. Our fleas control
services are focused on getting rid of the fleas from your pets without having any side effects on
the pets. Our highly experienced staff will follow all the standard procedures such as testing for
the kinds of fleas and getting rid of it in the most effective manner. Hire our flea control services to
gift your beloved pets a healthy life as we know pets are a part of our family.

MOSQUITO
Mosquito is one of the most dangerous
insects that are responsible for thousands of
people in various countries. Female
mosquitoes suck the blood from animals and
in doing so they tend to spread various
diseases such as yellow fever, malaria,
filaria, meningitis etc. Other gener- al problems
created by mosquito infesta- tions are sleep
deprivation and skin rashes.
Using mosquito net and mosquito repellent is one of the best way to prevent
mosquito bite but both may not be possible all the time. Hence instead of preventing
mosquito bite it is better to eliminate mosquitoes from the house and its surrounding. Getting
rid of mosquito once being infested is certainly not an easy task because it requires
enactment not only from an individual but from a community as a whole. If the problem of
mosquito persists then it is better to take professional help. Mosquito control Qatar
Star City pest control provides professional help, guidance and advice to get rid of the mosquito
problems. Our company provides fast home delivery service with the most effective
techniques to ensure your safety. While eliminating mosquitoes from your property we also try to
cause minimum environmental damage. We use more environment friendly materials and
equipment to get rid of the mosquitoes.
What do we provide?
Larvicidal treatment
Fogging treatment
Professional advice and knowledge to avoid mosquito infestation
The larvicidal treatment used by our company will attack the larva of the mosquito and eliminate
them before they mature. This results significant reduction in the number of mosquitoes. The
fogging treatment will give you instant relief from mosquito infestation. The technologies we use
are very eco-friendly and will not contaminate the water bodies in the surroundings.

Cleaning Services
Our various types of cleaning services help you
save both your time and money. Our cleaning
services have helped build good reputation of
many businesses all around the country. Our
focus is to bring about positive changes in the
lives of our customers through our cleaning
services. We believe that positive ideas can
only thrive in clean and healthy environment.
We provide customized cleaning services
because we understand that various
customers have various kinds of needs.
Some of our cleaning services are windows
cleaning, floor cleaning, bathroom and
restroom cleaning, school clean- ing,
healthcare cleaning, hotels cleaning, housekeeping service, maid service and many more.

WATER TANK CLEANING
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Our service is approved by the
respected municipalities. We offer
services for all types of tanks whether
conventional or contemporary or made
of any material (like GRP, Concrete
etc). We are optimized the downtime
and maintain the highest
environmental and health standards.
Our high pressure cleaning
equipment will clean the storage tank
without using any harmful chemical
which can contaminate the water
supply.

MARBLE POLISHING
Star City Pest Control & Cleaning hard
work and efficiency helps to achieve
the best possible results for your
marble floor. Every type of natural stone
has its own unique traits and we will
assess and identify the best techniques
for your situation. Spick and Span use
a multi stage process that removes any
existing sealants and treats significant
stains or marks as thoroughly as possible. We utilize modern tools and technologies of to achieve a high quality
result.
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Supplier’s Profile
THE COMPANY
STAR CITY PEST CONTROL AND CLEANING SERVICES WLL ( SCPC) has been in operation over a
time. We have serviced in challenging and competitive market due to our customer focus, professional
management and positive approach to business solution.
SCPC’s staffs of professionally trained and certified technicians provide general pest control, real estate
inspections, outdoor pest control, and new construction pretreatment.
SCPC is licensed and approved by Qatar Municipality. To guarantee our employees, we ensure that they are
well trained with the most advanced equipment available.

Our Policies
SCPC is dedicated to ensuring our clients receive superior programs and support. Our policies and guarantees
are our commitment to provide you with peace of mind purchasing.

Our Ultimate Goal
Our goal is to provide the highest quality pest management services at a reasonable price, and to exceed your
expectations.

Our Mission
To be the choice for effective pest management services, satisfying the needs of our customers, our workforce
and the environment.
We do this by solving your pest problems in a safe, cost-effective and environmentally conscious manner.
We focus on:
Enhancing your living and working environment Reducing health risks
Assisting you in protecting your property investments
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Keeping Pests out of Your Home

GENERAL INFORMATION
What does an uncontrolled pest problem in your business mean to you?
Health problems. Diseases such as salmonella, dysentery, diarrhea and stomach upsets
are allailments which can be transmitted by pests.
Workplace disruption. As a result of the health problems that pests can cause, your workplace can be
affected by lost work time, reduction in productivity, and a discontented workforce.
Dissatisfied customers. If a pest problem persists, your good public image may be at risk and there’s
nothing worse than a bad reputation.
Regulatory compliance problems. Depending on the nature of your business, there may be government
regulation to require a pest-free environment for your business to keep operating. Failure to comply could
lead to business closure.

RANGE OF SERVICES OFFERED
We service all types of structures:
Residential - Homes and apartment buildings
Residential Services are normally standardized since most homes have common problem areas. For this reason,
it is often possible to get an approximate cost for a service over the phone. However, we are only too happy to
customize a management program to suit any residential property based on your budget and the results that you
want to achieve.
Commercial - Drugstores and drugstore chains, office buildings, and hotels
Commercial Services always require a customized approach and require a site visit to ensure that a cost effective management solution can be quoted. Depending on the pest, commercial services often come with a
regular maintenance arrangement to ensure that your premises stays pest free. Our aim is to ensure that you get
the
results
that
you
want
in
the
most
cost
effective
manner.
Food storage, processing and service facilities: Processing plants and warehouses,Restaurants, bars, and fast
food chains, Supermarkets and grocery stores.
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Industrial - non-food storage buildings and factories
Medical - Hospitals and nursing homes
Schools and other educational institutions
Ships and Other Vessels
Termite Control (pre-construction and post construction)

OUR TECHNICIANS
Our Technicians are trained to assist you in solving your pest management problems. Their focus is to provide
management options that will be effective and ensure the safety of you, your property and the environment.
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENTS
Overalls - Long sleeves, no turn-ups, with collar, loose cut, no patch pockets, pockets with protective flaps.
Hat - With protective brim and full crown.
Safety Boots - Steel toecap, leather, non-slip sole, and ankle bootlace up style. Worn with socks.
Gum Boots - For use in wet conditions to protect against contact with rodent, urine and various pathogens.Worn
with socks.
Rubber / PVC Gloves - Gauntlet style, no fabric cuff or liner.
Face Shield - With replaceable face place, brow guard and adjustable strap.
Respirator - Either disposable non-woven fiber type or rubber face piece with appropriate cartridge filter.
Respirators must meet the standard of protection required for protection against toxic agents in use.
Hearing Protection - Ear defenders or disposable ear plugs.All Products used are laboratory and Field tested for
efficiency and Safety.
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TERMITE SERVICES

About Termites
Insects that superficially resemble ants in size, general appearance, and habit of living in colonies; hence, they
are frequently called “white ants” that lives in warm countries. Subterranean termites establish themselves in
buildings not by being carried in with lumber, but by entering from ground nests after the building has been
constructed. If unmolested, they eat out the woodwork, leaving a shell of sound wood to conceal their activities,
and damage may proceed so far as to cause collapse of parts of a structure before discovery. There are about
2700 species of termites; but the two major ones, classified by the manner in which they attack wood, are ground
inhabiting or subterranean termites (the most common) and dry wood termites, have been on this earth for more
than 250 million years, long before humans.

Signs of Termite Infestation
Termites cause more damage than all fires, storms, tornados, earthquakes and hurricanes combined! That’s
millions in damage every year. Yet it is the most preventable of all of those
disasters. In UAE municipality makes it compulsory to termite treatment for
all new construction, because they fear that your home or business may be on
the termite hit list, and unless you protect yourself, it will be only a matter of
time before they strike!
Live termites in or around windows and doorframes. Swarmers inside the
house nearly always indicate an active infestation in the structure. (The
presence of swarmers outdoors in a natural phenomenon, but should warn
that termites are near and possibly attacking a nearby building).
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How Termites Enter the Home

Termite damage does not come solely from dining habits; structures are also damaged by tunneling and nesting
activities. The most common termite, the Subterranean Termite, builds its colony up to 18 - 20 feet below the
ground surface to protect it from extreme weather.
These termites construct underground tunnels or above-ground shelter tubes of mud which are used to explore
for food and connect their underground colony to that food source. Through such tubes, termites are able to enter
a building without direct wood contact with the soil. Termites create mud tubes to protect themselves from dry
air as they travel from their underground colony into the building. The tunnels tend to follow the wood grain.
Once inside, termites can infest virtually any part of your building including
wood trim, wallboard, siding, even picture frames. As soon as termites discover
a food source, they leave an invisible chemical trail to attract other termites and
for others to follow.
Termites can also enter buildings through cracks, expansion joints, hollow
bricks or concrete block as around the plumbing. They can find their way into a
structure though an opening as small as 1/64 of an inch. Any building, whether
constructed with slab, basement or crawl space foundations, can be a target for
termite infestation. Even buildings with steel framing and masonry walls are
targets because of the woodendoor and window frames, wooden support beams
(often hidden), cabinets, or shelving within them.
Prevention is the best course of action when it comes to termites and your home SCPC
can provide annual inspections to make sure your home does not fall victim to untreated
termite activity.
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If you are considering listing your home or building for sale, be sure to have SCPC inspect the property prior to bringing it
to market to avoid problems later.

Elimination of the termites
The safety of people, pets, and the environment is SCPC’s commitment. For this reason SCPC professionals will
thoroughly inspect, accurately identify and fully explain the nature and extent of your pest problem. The choice of
corrective measures and control options will then be based on your specific site and situation.
SCPC can control all termite species with a variety of proven procedures and treatments, both for preventing infestation
and eliminating them. Preventive anti-termite treatment is essential for any premise - whether it is an existing structure, or
under construction or renovation. SCPC’s uses the chemical-barrier method that includes slab injection (post construction)
and surface spray (pre-construction). Liquid termitecides are usually applied completely around and underneath a structure
covering all areas where termites might gain access. For new construction, this is accomplished by treating the graded soil
before the slab is poured. For an existing building, the perimeter of the foundation is trenched and drilled then treated with
termiticide. The goal of the treatment is to put a chemical barrier between the termites in the soil and the structure above.
The chemical barrier can also affect those termites inside a building by preventing their return to the soil. In many cases
these termites will die of dehydration.
SCPC technicians are trained and certified specialists who understand termite biology and behavior, and are dedicated to
doing the job right.

SPRAYING EQUIPMENT
A pressure pump shall be used to carry out spraying operations to facilitate proper penetration
Of chemicals into the earth with well-trained Pest Control Operators.
The treated areas should be covered by polythene sheets to protect against ultra violet rays of
the sun. It takes 2-3 hours for the chemical to bind with the soil and the treated areas should
be
kept
undisturbed
during
the
said
duration
before
commencing
The application of the termiticide will be at a ratio of 1:199 that is 1 liter of chemical to 199
liters of water. The sub-contractor will strictly adhere to the manufacturer’s guideline and

instructions while carrying out the termite operations.
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